[Clinical case and review of the subject. Prognosis in acute myocardial infarction].
Aiming to discuss the value of the prognostic indices in the acute myocardial infarction (AMI), we present two cases of AMI, where the predictable prognosis at 48 hours of the onset of symptoms is informed by the outcome of each case. In the first one, a patient in cardiogenic shock had a good evolution because he suffered a biventricular infarction that responsed well to hydric overcharge. The other case, a Killip classe I infarction, was complicated by a late left ventricular free wall rupture. We discuss the several aspects of each case, and finally we do a critical aproach of the most common prognostic indices (Killip and Kimbal classes, Peel prognostic groups and Norris prognostic groups).